
18 million acres of forest are lost 

each year to paper production

8 Compelling Reasons 

to go Paperless

Why Using Paper is a Terrible Idea

Time 

Consuming

30% of employees spend their day 


searching for printed documents

42% of processes are delayed


because of physical signature

Resource 

Wastages

Enemy of 

Environment

Expensive 

Management

Embrace the Paperless Way to 
Transform Your Business

59%

of businesses achieved full 

ROI in less than 12 months

84%

of businesses gained 

payback in 18 months

30%

of the increase in staff 

productivity was recorded

30% of employees’ time is saved

66% of direct cost is reduced

98% of approval time is improved

90% of file retrieval time is eliminated

Adopt the 

Paperless Way for a 
Sustainable Future

Better and faster communication

Accelerated data and approval flow

Strong data security and compliance

Easy accessibility of information

Improved collaboration and productivity

Unnecessary cost eliminated

Environmental friendly

Reduced storage space

Credits: www.digitaldubai.ae

How did the
Dubai Government 

Cut Out the Paper

45 government 1,800 digital services 10,500 vital 

transactions

 entities providing  and more than 

 went fully digital as part of the emirate’s paperless transformation drive.

In , Dubai became the first  paperless government.2021 100%

Drive Your Paperless Strategy with Kissflow

Dubai’s Paperless Strategy

pieces of paper was used per year

trees were cut down yearly

of productivity were drained

1 billion

130,000

40 hours

Before

man-hours was recovered

in money cost was saved

paper usage was reduced

14 Million

Dhs1.3 Billion

336 Million

After

#GoPaperless

#1 Unified Work Platform

Curated by www.kissflow.com
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1 billion trees’ worth of paper are 

thrown away yearly in the US

22% of the increase in paper usage is 

recorded each year for a business

10,000 sheets of copy paper are 

used by employees every year

$8 billion is wasted annually by US 

firms for just managing papers

$220 is the average cost spent by 

firms to reproduce a lost document

Kissflow is a low-code no-code work platform that brings business and IT teams 

together to solve digital transformation using the power of simple


